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Amo: Artificial Tntelligence Robot 
It Is a series of robotk: peIs designed and manufacturo<I 
by Sony. Sony announced a prototype Albo In 
mid· 1998. The first consumer model wM Introduced on 
Moy 11, 1999.New models were released every year until 
2006. _Although most models wc,re dog·llke, other 
inspirations included llon·c:ubs and space explorer, and 
only the ERS· 7 version and ERS· 1000 versions was 
explicitly a •robotic dog'\ ln November 2017, Sony 
announced a new generation of AIBO after 11 years.The 
fourth generation mode.I, ERS-1000, was launched in 
Japan on 11 January 2018. Tho second lottery sale was 
set on 6 February 2018 . 
All Al60s are bundled with Al60Ufe software giving the 
robot a personality, the abllltv to walk, •sec" Its 
environment vii, earner� and recognize spoken 
commands (English and Spanish, or Japanese). AJ60's 
sounds wen, programmed by Japanese DJ/ovont11arde 
composer Nobukazu Takemura, fusing mechanic and 
organic concepts. 
The sounds In ERS-7 Mind and custom data were 
composed by Masaya Matsuura, a Japanese musician and 
game deslgner.Aperios Is Sony's Proprietary Real-Time 
Operating system, used In all AIBOs, QRIO and some 
other consumer devices. Aperios OS was intended to be 
widely deployed using revolutionary real-time capabllltlcs
to handle multiple audio and visual data streams 
concurrently.The OPEN·R architecture Is specific to 
entertainment robots.The architecture Involves the use or 
modular hardware compencnts, such as appendages that 
can be easily removed and replaced to change the shape 
an<! functlon of the robots, and modular software 
components that can be interchanged to change their 
behavior and movement patterns. AJ.BO's creator, Doi, 
called OPEN·R the masterpiece of the AJ60 development 
project� arguing it would minimize the need for 
programming lndfvidual movements or responses and its 
''openp nature would tYtcouragC? a global comm�nlty of 
robot spedallsts and programmers to add capabili ty. 
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AIBOware (a trademark of Sony corporation) is the 
bile given to the software the AIBD runs on Its pink 
Memory Stiel<. The Life AIBOware allows the robot to 
be raised from pup to fully grown adult while going 
through various stages of development as its owner 
Interacts with It. The Explorer AIBOware allows the 
owner to interact with a rully mature robot able to 
understand (though not necessarily willing to obey) 
100 voice commands. Without Al BOware, AIBOS run 
In "dlnlc mode" and can only perform baSic actions. 

-

Third generation ERS-7 models hilVG a sole "Mind" 
software that includes capabllllles of AlBOLifo and other 
AIBOware packages, Hind software illso rncludes a 
dockJng process, allowing ERS· 7's to nx:harge 
autonomously. Upgrades In Mlnd2 Included the AJSO 
Entertillnment Player, a WI-Fl based connection 10 a PC. 
Upgrades In Mlnd3 lnduded speech, blogging and 
autonomous room mapping. 

AIBO's complete vision system uses the SIFT algorithm, 
to recognise Its charging station. The vision system is 
an implementation of Evolution Robotics ERVision. 

Digital 1\vins :Tec.h11ologydJ·ivcn by loT 

loT ls an area where the so-called orgllal 1\vlns concept 
evolves at the fastest pace. Modern household appliances 
use a lot or smart components equipped with sensors 10 
gather data abOut reat•time status, working conditions, 
problems and so on. They're Integrated to cloud-based 
systems lo gather data, then process and analyze It. 
And here's how a digital twin Is created. It's a kind of 
pairing appliance which reflects its real•life counterpart in 
the digital env,ronment. Th1s virtual model of a prOduct 
or service allows for analysis or huge amount of various 
data. ln e.ffett, we can deal with probl-e:ms befo.-e they 
even occur, prevent downtime, develop new 
runclionalltles and much more. 
The digital twin concept has the widest coverage In such 
projects as smart cllles, real time navlgable moe1eIs, or 
health care - with vlrtuallzatlon or a hospital systems for 
work safety and continuity. 
we can also observe that digital twin technology Is 
spreading to the user experience lield. ServtC:e providers 
try to get clients to attend their events, ror example 
trades or f-ash1on shows, and let customers build their 
visual twrn to become a part or an event. This way they 
aeate an extraordinary user experience. 
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A digital twin Is an exact digital replica or a product, 
process or service. This living model creates a 
thread between the physical and digital world. 
Internet of things (IoT)·connected objects are 
replicated digitally, enabling simulations, testing, 
modeling and monitoring based on the data 
collected by loT sensors. Uke everything In the 
realm of loT, data is the primary driver, and most 
Invaluable output, of digital twins. The sharing and 
analysis of digital twin data empowers companies 
to make decisions which directly Impact their key 
perfomiance Indicators. 

A digital twin, alternately, does not act as a 
replacement for the physical object or service which 
It represents. instead, It Is a digital replica of the 
Initial "thing; acting as a vehicle for monitoring and 
testing around the phys,cal object without actually 
having to be In close proximity to It. 
Sensors attached to the physical object collect 
massive amounts of data, which allows the digital 
version to act like the physical object. This shows a 
business exactly how each individual machine on 
their production noor Is functioning, for example,
rather than makl ng assumptions based on a 
generalized expectation for how the machine 
should function, when It will need repairs or how It 
could perform more efficiently. 
The Idea of digital twins Is predated by pairing 
technology, developed by NASA to help in the 
operation, repairs and maintenance of spacecraft 
traveling outside the range of physical monitoring. 
These •twin" systems are what made It possible ror 
engineers and astronauts to test repairs for the 
Ill-fated Apollo 13 mission, bringing the craft and 
crew back to earth safely. NASA now uses digital 
twins. thanks to the development of sensors, to 
gather data, make recommendations to crew 
members and plan for the needs of future aircraft. 
Aside from maintenance, digital twins can also be 
used to Improve and evolve customer experience. 
Digital twin technology has implications across a 
wide variety of industries: From an HVAC technician 
vlsuallzlng and predicting maintenance on the Fan 
motor of an Industrial cooling unit, to a

manufacturer testing the Impact of Introducing a 
new packaging machine Into Its shipping processes 
prior to actually implementing the machine In real 
life, digital twins enable businesses to conduct 
tests, and make smarter and better-Informed 
decisions in the digital world before implementing 
them In the physical. The technology has 
predominantly been adopted In manufacturing. 
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Blockchain 

Blockchain became a hOt tech topic In 2017, thanks 
In no small part to Bltcoin's meteoric rise, But 
beyond digital currency, blockchaln Is a technology 
poised to revolutionize nearly every Industry. In 
2018, we'll start to see the first attempts at this 
disruption through business-class blockchaln 
platforms. 
Many of the legacy technology companies 
Introduced their own blockchaln platforms In 2017. 
l BM Is considered the leader, and they are already
penning partnerships with banks, food distributors,
and government regulation agencies to put 
blockchain to use. However, Microsoft, Oracle, and
Amazon are close behind, and the battle for
enterprise-level blockchaln dominance Is Just
heating up.
What does this all mean for the software Industry?
Businesses In every Industry are going to start
building apps on blockchain platforms, wh ,ch
means the demand for blockchain developers Is
going to explode. According to 2016 figures, there
were only 5,000 full-time blockchain developers In
the world. Surely that number Increased In 2017,
but It still pales In comparison to the over 18 million
Java developers. 2018 will be a gold rush for
developers who dedicate themselves to blockchaln,
and most will come away a whole lot richer.

Blockchain technology can be Integrated Into 
multiple areas. The primary use of blockchalns 
today Is as a distributed ledger for 
cryptocurrencies, most notably bitcoln. There are 
a few operational products maturing from proof of 
concept by late 2016,As of 2016, some observers 
remain skeptical. Steve WIison, or Constellation 
Research, believes the technology has been hyped 
with unrealistic claims.To mitigate risk, businesses 
are reluctant to place blockchain at the core of the 
business structure.Also, most cryptocurrencles 
use blockchaln technology to record transactions. 
For example, the bitcoln network and Ethereum 
network are blockchaln-based.Blockchaln-based 
smart contTacts are proposed contracts that could 
be partlally or fully executed or enforced without 
human lnteractlon.Blockchaln technology can be 
used to create a permanent, public, transparent 
ledger system for complll ng data on sales, tracking 
digital use and payments to content creators, such 
as wireless users or musicians. 
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Mixed Reality 

Ml:,:ed reality has been as prominenL In modern popular 
culture as VR. Sd-R Is rire with holograms, orten
manipulatable, and It has long been the vision ror computers 
to ta�e on a less connned display - t!lln� Minority Report. 
Mixed reality essentially holds all or the utility of augmented 
reahty (the kind or heads up display supposed 10 have 
transformed our lives by now) on top or the Imagination or VR. 
Characters In the video games crealed will interact with lhe 
actual world In front of the wearer, rather than an entirely 
constructed landscape. Microsoft technical fellow Alex Kipman 
confusingly referred to IL as 'augment:ed vlrtuaJl\y', and the 
marrying of the two Is what gives mixed N!Bllty a N!BI chance 
or t,«omlng ubiquitous. 
Mlcrosol'I: e•pec:ts 80 million mixed reality devices to be sold 
by 2020, a figure It revealed 10 the surprise or pundits at 
Compu1ex. For perspective, IDC estimate that 64.8 million VR 
headsets wlll be sold by the same year, and M,cnosoft's 
confidence In the technology gives ii an lncnedlbly influential
proponenL Google's Glass was ugly. lls shape ignored lhe 
necessity fe>r a sort Introduction or wearable tech - early users 
would generally rather the tech blend In, rather than have 
them look like an extra from a sci-ti movie. 

It's on this matter of rorm that some companies developing 
the tech seem to be hesitating - Lhe function Is already there.
Mfcnosolt's Hololens lsn'l an aesIhetic nightmare by any 
means, bul is probably too goory 10 see quick, widespread 
adoption; II looks a lot more like a VR headset than an a pair 
or Ray-Ban sunglasses, ror example. Style Is Important ror 
wearables int�nded ror public use, and Is curre.nuy where 
Magic leap - one or 1he us· mosI e,clllng startups - ls keeping 
Its cards very close to Its chest. Located In suburban Florida, 
the company may have just found the future or altered reality, 
and Its mixed. A very detailed Wired piece exploring the 
company highlights the foct that Investors have shovelled 
some $1.4 blllion into the start.up, Including the likes or 
Qualcomm and Google. Allbaba led lhe most recent round or 
funding, pulling In $793.5 million In whal, Wired estimates 
could be the 'largest 'C' nound In lntemet history.' 
The bun around Magic Leap is Incredible. Proor or concept 
videos have shown what the technology is capable or, and its 
overlaying of  anything from messages and presentations 10 
video games onto reality loo� speaacular. The company is 
yet 10 release any phySical product, though. seemingly
committed to walling until the technology ls properly 
developed, Rony Abo-..,ltl and his team are yet to even offer a
beta to developers, meaning backers win wait with baled 
breath l'o see how the technology actually looks come release. 
The online community has been sceptical or Magic Leap, and 
will continue lo be as long as there ls no hardware available • 
let's Just hope that its eventual arrival increases the buzz 
rather than stops It ,n its tracks Moxed reailly Is 1he Mure or 
digital eyewear. and Magic leap mighl Just have 1 he backing 
to bring It to lhe market 
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Edge Computing 

If you get a lot of data as is the case when you leverage 
loT in such end-to-end ways or even in spedOc highly 
sensor-Intensive and thus data-Intensive envlronments 
when,by data Is generated at the edge which by 
definition happens In loT as your data sensing and 
gathering devices ARE al the edge (think about all the 
sensors and data they generate In a large oil and gas 
project where you can have hundreds of thousands or 
sensor data polnlS across myriad wells but also obout all 
the r oT data In a smart city or large critical power 
buildmgsuch as on airport), you inevitable encounter 
challenges on levels such as bandwidth, network latency, 
speed overall and so forth where fog and edge computing 
play a role. In loT appllcatlons with a miS'Sion-o-itlcat 
and/or remote component the need for speed and fur 
different approaches such as edge computlng is even 
more Important. 
Edge computing Is focused on devices ar>d technologies 
that are attached to the things In the Internet or Things 
such as Industrial machines (GE) 
Depending on the conte•t Md scope of the project you 
want the datll you need fllst. Or better you need the 
aggregated &nd analyzed data, In the shape of actionable 
intelligence, enabling you to take actions tind decisions, 
fast, whether these declslons are human or not. So, you 
don't need all that data to store It ar>d analyze It In the 
doud but you only want that bit of data tntvelmg across 
your networks. 
You can imagine hundreds of scenarios where speed and 
fast data ls key. from asset management, cntical power 
Issues, process optlmlz:at,on. predictive analytics to the 
real-time needs of supply chain management In a 
hyper-connected world, the 11st is endless. 
You can also Imagine that the more your building, 
business ecosystem and whatnot thrives on fast datll Md 
re11l-tlme holistic m&nagement In eny broader con\1'xt, 
the more valuable that datll can become when propetiy
leveraged and rap,dly anelyzed. We do live in times 
when, having the right insighl:5 fast enough can have 
enormous consequences. 
Speed of data and analysis Is essential In many industrial
loT appl,catlons but Is also a key element of Industrial 
transformation and all the other areas where we move 
towards autonomous and semi-autonomous decfslons 
made by systems, actuators and various controls. 
That degree of autonomy Is even at the very core or 
mony of the desired outcomes and of the goals In, for 
lnstllnce, Industry 4.0 es w e  move towards the next 
stage of the third platform which is all about autonomy. 
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Stretchy Al'tificial 'Skiu' Could Give 
Robots a Sense of Touch 

Rubber electronics and sensors that operate 
normally even when stretched to up to 50 percent 
of their length could work as artificial skin on 
robots, according to a new study. They could also 
give flexible sensing capabllltles to a range of 
electronic devices, the researchers said. 
Like human skin, the material Is able to sense 
strain, pressure and temperature, according to the 
researchers. 
"It's a piece of rubber, but It has the function or a 
circuit and sensors," said Cunjlang Yu, an assistant 
professor of mechanical engineering al the 
University of Houston. 

Electronics and robots are typically limited by the 
stiff and rigid semiconductor materials that make up 
their computer circuits. As such, most electronic 
devices lack the ability to stretch, the authors said In 
the study.In research labs around the world, 
scientists are working on various solutions to 
pro<luce flexible electronics. Some Innovations 
Include tiny, embedded, rigid transistors that are 
"islands"in a nexlble matrix. Others Involve using
stretchy, polymer semiconductors. The main 
challenges with many of these ideas are that they're 
too difficult or expensive to allow for mass 
pro<luctlon, or the transmission of electrons through 
the material is not very efficient. This latest solution 
addresses both of those Issues, the researchers 
said. Instead of inventing sophisticated polymers 
from scratch, the scientists turned to low-cost, 
commercially available alternatives to create a 
stretchy material that works as a stable 
semiconductor and can be scaled up for 
manufacturing, the researchers wrote in the study. 

PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds 
{PUBG) 

PUBG Is an onllne multlplayer battle royale game 
developed and published by PUBG Corporation, a 
subsidiary of South Korean video game company 
Bluehole.The game Is based on previous mods that were 
created by Brendan 'P1ayerUnknown' Greene for other 
games using the film Battle Royale for Inspiration, and 
expanded Into a standalone game under Greene's 
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creative direction. [n the game, up to one hundred 

players parachute onto an Island and scavenge for 
weapons and equipment to kill others while 
avoiding getting killed themselves. The available 
safe area of the game's map decreases ln size over 
time, directing surviving players Into tighter areas 
to force encounters. The last player or team 
standing wins the round. 
The game was released for Microsoft Windows via 
Steam's early access beta program In March 2017, 
with a full release on December 20, 2017. That 
same month, the game was released by Microsoft 
Studios for the Xbox One via Its Xbox Game 
Preview program, and officially released In 
September 2018. In early 2018, it was localized 
and released by Tencent Games in China, while two 
mobile versions based on the game for Android and
iOS were also released. The game Is one of the 
best-selling of all time, with over fifty mlll,on sold 
across all platfonns by June 2018. In addition, the 
Windows version holds a peak concurrent player 
count of over three million on Steam, which Is an 
all-time high on the platfonn. Battlegrounds 
received positive reception from critics during both 
its early access period and on official release, who 
found that while the game still was not fully finished 
and had some technical naws, Battlegrounds 
presented new types of gameplay that could be 
easily approad'led by players of any skill level and 
was highly replayable. PUBG Corporation has run 
several small tournaments and Introduced In-game 
tools to help with broadcasting the game to 
spectators, as they wish for it to become a popular 
eSport. 

Some Interesting facts: 
•'l11e fi.rstc.o·mputcr mouse was made w·i t h  wood in 
19/i,1, hy O<lug l'.ngelh.rn. 
· 30,000 1i4,•ebbites. att hacked �n•ry da)',
• The Oiny 001.en was the name of au engineer's
groupwhn dew loped che first IRM cnmpu1er.
· l n  1939, lb., firsl ,lt,ctro meehaoical rumpuh.·r
was made/developed.
• l!NIAC wa• 1 he fi,·st elecunnlc  cnonp,uer which
Wilt> wdghed a.round 27 tous a.nd it•s ta.kat up
space around 1lloosf (square feet).
· In 1979, 1he lirsl nr Iii·« ha,'{! dlsk/drh•e w ..
made 10 ,tore lbe user's dalil and h <vuld hold
only data undl!J ;MB. 
· Mitroi;ofr Window.;, thi� l� not an orlgin.-:11 n..:tme.
Lbe fu�t ori.1,;.ioill name wa!J 'Jntt:.rfocc manager'
which was changed later.
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